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Full Sail University 

Winter Park, FL 

Full Sail University is a nationally recognized educational leader for 

those pursuing a career in entertainment, media and content creation. 

Their modern campus houses state of the art studios and classrooms so 

students can learn on the most current platforms in the industry. For 

this reason alone, Full Sail might have more Avid consoles than any fa-

cility in the country.  

With a plan to out fit two classrooms with 24 of the latest Avid S6 con-

soles, they went searching for furniture. Classrooms having somewhat 

differing requirements than studio settings, they did not find what they 

were looking for readily available in the marketplace. 

Full Sail had previously turned to Omnirax for custom furniture for their 

HD Control Room, so it was easy to reach out once again. Full Sail’s 

needs were straightforward, but very specific. They had a limited 

amount of space for each self-contained workstation, but in addition to 

housing the S6, each had to accommodate multiple monitors, comput-

er, keyboard, outboard rack-mounted gear in a comfortable, ergonomi-

cally sound layout suitable for extended sessions. Plus, like everyone 

everywhere, they were on a budget. 

Fortunately for all concerned, this is exactly the situation Omnirax 

thrives on, and excels at: Design 1, Build X (in this case, 24). Achieving 

this reasonable economy of scale enabled Full Sail to get a Custom Solu-

tion at Production Prices. 

“I wanted to personally take a 
moment and thank you for the 
excellence you showed me and 
our team through this process 
of creating exactly what we 
needed, without the burdening 
complication of something we 
didn't, when the market wasn't 
producing a product to fit our 
needs in a time-crunch situa-
tion.” 

Ryan Summers 
Course Director 
Advanced Audio Workstations 
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After initial conceptual discussions with course director Ryan Summers the task of technical design, 
layout, logistics and assembly details fell to Mike Sangrey, Director of Information and Media Technol-
ogy. Mike was clear about where his needs lay: 

• The furniture had to work exactly as designed 

• Be rugged enough to withstand the rigors of everyday classroom use 

• Assemble easily and integrate cleanly 

• Arrive on time 

• Be priced within his budget. 

• And, feature a crisp modern look commensurate with a forward thinking environment 

As is often the case with projects of this kind, Omnirax provided several iterations of the design, each 
time refining details while continually monitoring the workstations’ ergonomics. 

 

Design to production in 3 easy steps: 

1) Start with detailed 2-D line drawings with each 

component precisely mapped and dimensioned. 

2) Render in 3-D to confirm look and feel. 

3) Build pre-production prototype for real-world test of 

ergonomics, fit, and finish. 
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At Omnirax, we feel that our best work is born from collaboration. 

We’re fanatic about the details because our CAD/CAM manufactur-

ing process lends itself to precision replication. We’re small enough 

to be nimble—taking on projects where other companies may shy 

away from. We’re large enough to produce in quantity, package like 

few others in the industry and consistently deliver on time to cus-

tomers all over the world. 

This project contained all the elements of what makes for great re-

sults—a committed partner seeking a solution outside the ready 

made marketplace, an end user who knew where he wanted to go 

but not exactly how to get there, and a dedicated point person who 

shared our whatever-it-takes attitude to get the job done. 

“I love the desks. They're the per-
fect footprint and have changed 
our whole space—for the better. I 
appreciate your willingness to 
work and put the effort out there 
without knowing if Full Sail would 
even go for it in the end, with all 
the drafts you created to be as 
precise as possible. 

Thank you for your customer sup-
port skills, your attitude, and your 
professionalism. It was/is very 
rewarding for me in this moment 
as I'm sitting in one our rooms 
working on some new course ma-
terial. I feel a great sense of pride 
about what we've accomplished 
together.” 

Ryan Summers 
Course Director 
Advanced Audio Workstations 
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Author Bio – David Holland  

David Holland, Chief Design Officer, Omnirax Furniture 
Company, is 100% self-taught. After graduating from Mon-
treal’s McGill University in l979, he started selling jewelry for 
the parent company of Omnirax, Sausalito Craftworks, Inc. 
He also worked in SC’s woodshop making point-of-purchase 
countertop jewelry displays. Then in 1985, when Omnirax 
was born, he led the transition to furniture manufacturing. 
David has been working in CAD since DOS, and is a remarka-
bly adept expert.   

David is the master of our unique Collaborative Live-Design 
Process – transforming people’s ideas, dreams and aspira-
tions into, ergonomic, personalized, intuitive, functional, in-
novatively designed work environments.  



P.O. Box 1792 
Sausalito, CA 94966 

800.332.3393 / 415.332.3392 
www.omnirax.com 

https://omnirax.com/

